The winter of green investments

Lower fossil fuel prices continue to impact energy markets, with environmental and alternative investment strategies and ETFs under pressure as investor sentiment shifts and the financial cost of carbon emissions decrease in the short term.

— Environmental sector ETFs’ AUM half of peaks reached in 2007
— ETF investors continued to reduce exposure to alternative energy ETFs in 2014
— Short sellers doubled down on short positions in TAN solar ETF and Solarcity

Environmental ETFs continued to lose their appeal among ETF investors as fund flows and price performance have continued to stagnate since record highs were reached in 2007. Five ETF products represent over 60% of AUM in the environmental sector, with a large proportion of funds focused towards alternative energy companies.

Solar energy companies have been especially hard hit, despite electricity prices being largely fixed as analysts and industry participants debate the correlation between electricity prices and fossil fuels. Investor’s action in market data reveal apprehension, as detailed below.

Short interest continues to remain high in solar firms with residential players stealing the spotlight. The average percentage of shares outstanding on loan stands at 6.8% for the top ten holdings of the largest solar ETF, the Guggenheim solar ETF (TAN). TAN is the largest alternative energy ETF by AUM with $322m – representing almost 70% of the sub sector.

Solarcity, a residential solar panel business that was founded in 2006 on the suggestion of Tesla’s Elon Musk, cousin to founders Lyndon and Peter Rive, now contracts 894...
MW of electricity from 168,000 customers in the US.

Shares in the company are down by 34% over the last 12 months and short sellers have increased positions in the stock by 97%, with shares outstanding on loan increasing to 14%.

Competitor and residential solar systems seller Vivent Solar recently ran a successful IPO in October, raising $330m and valuing the company at $1.7bn.

Since going public, Vivent shares have declined by 37% and short interest in the stock has increased to 1.9% of shares outstanding.

Electricity prices in the US actually increased in 2014 on average, despite lower production costs due to lower coal and oil prices. Accordingly, the decline in solar companies’ shares prices and valuations may have more to do with fundamentals specific to the individual firms, rather than the competing energy sources pricing.

In the case of Solarcity and Vivent Solar, consensus forecasts do expect aggressive revenue growth figures over the next few periods, however accompanying this for both firms is negative earnings and negative free cash flows over the same time frame as the two carve out market share in the US energy market.
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